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Abstract

each rectanglesince its nodesform the grid on this rectangle. So, two levelsof adaptivity exist: the decomposition
Mesh adaptivity in the spectralelementframeworkconsists adaptivityconsistsin cutting up the initial rectangles,the
either in refining the decompositioninto subdomainsor in degreeadaptivityin increasingthe degreeof the polynomials
increasingthe degreeof the polynomials, so its numerical on a fixed rectangle. resulting in a refinement of the local
analysis relies on the h- N version of the method. Two
grid.
different tools for adaptivity are presentedand studied: erWith the two levels, we associate two paralneters: the
ror indicatorsand decompositionby the mortar technique. first one, denoted by h. representsthe lengths of the largest
Some numerical experiments are given.
edgeof each rectangle,the secondone, denotedbv N, is
the set of the maximal degreesof polynomials inside each
Key words: spectral elements. adaptivity, domain de- rectangle. So, we are led to work with the so-calledh - N
composition.
version of the spectral element method.
We work with the model problem of a Laplace equaAMS subject classifications: 65N30, 65N35, 65N55.
tion with homogeneousDirichlet boundary conditions. As
a first tool, we describeseveral families of error indicators

1

which should allow for an efficient refinement

Introduction

Mesh adaptivity has becomean essentialtool in the framework of finite element methods sinceit plays an important
role for the efficiency of the discretization and the reliability of the numerical results. The aim of this paper is
to present a tentative extension to the spectral element
method. This one consistsin approximating the solution
of a partial differential equation by functions which are
high degree polynomials on each rectangle of a nonoverlapping decompositionof the initial domain, by using tensorized polynomial bases that are associatedwith tensorized Gauss-type formulas.
From this description, it can easily be seenthat the spectral element mesh is constructed

on two levels: the domain

decompositionand the choiceof the quadrature formula on
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of the decom-

position and an optimized choiceof the degree. We recall
the concludingresults of their numerical analysiswhich is

performedin [2], in oneand two dimensions.As a second
tool, we proposea way of working on the cut up rectangles.
even if the new meshis not conforming,by the mortar element method in h - N version. in analogy to the study of

[5] for finite elements.Somenumericalresultsare given,
for the error indicators in order to compare them with the
local error

between

the exact

and discrete

solutions

and

for the domain adaptivity in order to check its efficiency.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
make somebasic assumptionson the initial decomposition
of the domain, and we introduce the exact and discrete
problems. In Section 3, we describe the error indicators
and present some numerical experiments. Section 4 is devoted to decomposition adaptivity by the mortar method.
The results of a first numerical test about adaptivity are
given in Section5. In Section6, we proposesomepossible
extensionsof our analysis.
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The geometry
problem.

and the

9,5

model
ZhN =

Let f• be a boundedopen polygonin I•2 (sometimes
a
boundedopen interval in I•). From now on, we assume (3)

X6,¾= Z•5,• H•(f•).

that it admits a family of decompositionsinto disjointrect-

angles(intervals),only for the sakeof simplicitysincemost Note that the functions of X•N are continuous. In all that
results extend to straight or curved quadrilaterals. More follows, c stands for a generic constant independentof h
precisely,there exists a finite number of open rectangles and N.
Finally, on the openreferenceinterval] - 1, 1[, we in(intervals)flk, 1 _<k _<K, suchthat
troducethe nodes•j and the weightspj, 0 _<j i n, of
the standard

(1) •= U•k

and flkDFte=O,k•l.

Gauss-Lobatto

formula

which is exact on all

polynomials with degree < 2n- 1. Taking n equal to
Nk allows for defining by affine transformation and ten-

k=l

k

The decomposition is characterized by a K-tuple

h =

(hk)•<k<a-, where hu is the length of the largestedgeof
f•t.. In the txvo-dimensional case, we choose to make the

following hypotheseson this decomposition,although more
technical argumentswould allow to avoid them.
Conformity hypothesis: The intersectionof f/u and i2e,
1 < k • f $ _K, is either empty or a corner or an edge of
--

sorization
thecorresponding
nodes
m•jandweights
0 • i,j • Nk, on eachdomain flu (forget the index j
in the one-dimensional
case). This leadsto the discrete
product, for all continuous functions v and w on •:
K

(4)

Nk

Nu

(v,w)h5
•: Z Z Z v(xCj)
w(xCj)
k=l

--

•=0 j=0

both i2k and fit.

First regularity hypothesis: The ratio of the length of We also denote by Iax the usual Lagrange interpolation
operator at these nodes, with values in
the largestedgeof eachflk to the length of the smallestone
Now, the discrete problem reads: and UhN in XhN such
is bounded independently of k and of the decomposition,
that

i.e. ofh.

On the domain 9. and on each subdomain, we use the
standard notation for the Hilbertian Sobolev spaces.their
usual norms

(5)

(gradu•v, gradt¾,•-)•.v= (f, v•.¾)•v,
Vv•x • X•N.

and seminorms.

In this paper, we limit ourselvesto the model problem

The positivity property of the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature

formula(see [4. Rein. 13.3]) yieldsthat it has a unique

{-Au
=f in
•,

solution u•n, And using the standard spectral arguments
on a referencesquare leads to the
A priori estimate: There exists a positive constant c

In view of the discretization. the function f is supposedto

independentof h and N suchthat. if the solutionu (resp.

be continuous

thefunction
f) ofproblmn
(2) issuchthat,Ul••.(resp.fl•.)

(2)

u = 0

on 0fl.

--

on fl.

Next, in order to define the discrete problem, we introduce on each 94. and for a positive integer Nk the space

belongsto H•'(•k),

sk • 1 (resp. to H•'(•k).

ak > 1)

for 1 • k S K, the following estimate holds between u and

IP.vk
(i2k) of restrictionsto flu of all polynomialsof degree the solutionu•N of problem(5):
_<Nk with respectto eachvariable. In the two-dimensional

case,we make the last hypothesis(which can be skipped

out. see[2]for the details).
Second regularity hypothesis: The ratio Nu/Nt for

K

(6)

5c

all pairs of rectangles flu and Ctt that share one edge is
bounded independently of k and œand of the decomposition, i.e. of h.

Denotingby N the K-tuple (Nu)•<k<K, we aregoingto
work with the globalparameter(h, N). And we introduce 3
the discrete spaces

Error

indicators.

On the presentdecomposition
of the domain,a family of
errorindicatorswill be a K-tuple (r/u)•<k<•:satisfyingfor
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somepositive constants•lhN and •2hN,

where d• is now the product of the distancesto the four
edgesof f• and d•,•.standsfor the productof the distances

to both endpointsof F•,•.. Clearly, [(%•m,N]denotesthe

K

__•
I'glh
N

jump of the normal derivative of the discrete solution UhN
through each F•./. We only state the results for the basic

c + CIIf -k•l

casesO•• 0, O•• •• anda = 1, wereferto [2]for their
extensionto general values of a between 0 and 1.

(s)

Let • standfor the maximumof the N•, 1 < k _<K.
Let also • be any positive real number. For a = 0, with

where wv stands for the union of the f•e which share at

least an edge (an endpoint in the one-dimensional
case)
with f•k and c is independent of h and N.
A family of error indicatorsis said to be optimal if both
constants nXhN and ne•,¾ are bounded independently of
h and N. For the indicators that we present here, the
optimality is proven in the one-dimensionalcase but not
in higher dimensions.
The following indicators are derived from analogous
residual type indicators in the finite element method, see

ES!and [9]for instance,howeverweightsare introduced
in
order to improve the optimality. more precisely to obtain

better boundsfor •x•,v and n2•:v (in the one-dimensional
case. the results would not be optimal without weight).

thefurther
assumption
thattheproduct
h•N• (logN•)-•
for any ft• that contains a re-entrant corner of ft is larger

than a constantindependentof h and N, estimates(7) and
(8) hold with

(11)

•xh•v_<c and <2hN_<cN •+•.
1

Fora: •, estimates
(7) and (8) holdwith

(12)

•xa•'_<c•¬+• and •2•v _<c;½
«+*.

For a = 1, estimates(7) and (8) hold with

(13)

•hx < c•;•+• and •2•x < c.

We referto [2]for the proofof the estimatesstatedbelow. It can be noted that these constantsare always indepenOne-dimensional

indicators:

Here, we set
1

(9)

dent of h (this allowsfor provingthat the indicatorsdefined
in (10) are optimal for quadrilateral finite elementson a

structuredmesh),but they dependon N. However,the

where dk stands for the product of the distancesto both
endpoints of

product
nlhNn2hN
isalways
smaller
than_•;•+*.Also,the
first inequalityin (11) whichis optimal allowsfor comput-

a consequence,
the leadingerrorin (7) and (8) comesfrom
the term f -Zn•'f = -u" +Z•N(U"). So,to verifynumer-

ing an explicit upper bound for the error.
•Ve present some numerical experiments in order to test
and comparethe previous indicators, firstly in the caseof
one subdomain in one or two dimensions: then, the index
k is skipped over and the discretization parameter is the
maximal degreeN of the polynomials in this domain. For
already explainedreasons,we replaceN by 3I = 48 x 48 in

ically the independenceof the constants nlaN and
with respect to the discretization parameters, xvehave to
make this contribution negligible. This is done by using

the right-handside of problem (5) and in the interpolate
of the functionf in definition(9) or (10).
Each of the four followingfiguresrepresent,in logarith-

the followingmodifications:solvingproblem(5) with the
discreteproductreplacedby (., .)aM and computingthe
by (9) with the interpolateterm ZaNf replacedby JaMf,

micscale,the "exact"errorE = Iu - u•.•lH•(Xz)(evaluated

•vhereM is a K-tuple of integers2%(klarger than Nk.
Bidimensional indicators: Let us denote by Fk.•, 1

two-dimensionalcase,as a function of N for 8 _<N _<64.

( • L(k), the edgesof •k which are not containedin

the two solutionsu are respectively

With definition(9), estimates(7) and (8) holdwith constantsnxh,¾and •2h•v independentof h and N (morepre-

ciselywith •.¾ = 1 andne•,N= •

for instance).

Note howeverthat, in the one-dimensionalc•e, the regularity of the solution u only dependson the function f; as

by replacingu by ZNU) and the indicator r• in the one-

dimensional
case,
thethreeindicators
r/ø,r/}•andr/1in the
In Figure1 and Figure2, the domain• is ] - 1, 1[, and

Introducing a parameter •, 0 • • S 1, we set

•I(X) : (1-- 12)• ,

tt2(ir
) -- (1-- 12)].

k

•(•)

The theoreticalslopesfor the exact error E, given by

t=l

the usualarguments
of polynomial
approximation
(see[4,
Rein. 6.4]), are respectively-4 and - 3.5. The numerical
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Theresults
arein goodcoherency
withestimates
(11)

slopes
fortheerror
arerespectively
- 4.05and- 3.4:2,
the to(13),uptoa multiplicative
constant
ontheindicators.
slopes
fortheindicators
arerespectively
- 3.94and- 3.49. Inparticular,
inFigure
5,theindicators
clearly
show
the
InFigure
3andFigure
4,thedomain
Sq
is]- 1,1[2,and lackofregularity
ofthesolution
ontheleftsubdomain.
the two solutionsu are respectively

tta(.r,
y)= (l -a'•)• (• -

,4(x,9)=(1 ."~)•(1-S
2•

Comparing
[heindicators
andtheirslopes
to theexact
erroranditsslope
would
leadtochoose
a = 1,however
the
difference
between
thethreeindicators
isrelatively
small.

Degree
adaptivity:
Inthedefinition
ofther/•,theterm
IaNf+ Arran
canbeexpanded
inthetensorized
basis
of

Theslopes
aregivenin Table1.

Jacobi
polynomials
thatareorthogonal
forthemeasure

thedecomposition
into•q•=]- 1,l[x]- 1,It and•q2=

Chebyshev
polynomials
ofthesecond
kind
fora = «,t,he

InFigure
5,thedomain
•qisnow
1- 1,3[x]-1,1[,with d•.(x,
y)dz
dy:theLegendre
polynomials
fora = 0,the

11,3[x]-1,1[,andthesolution
ttiSgiven
by
U(x,y)= (1q-x)'7(3-- x)3(l -- y') ,

derivatives
of theLegendre
polynomials
fora = 1. Of
course,
each
coefficient
oftheexpansion
canbeevaluated
byanappropriate
quadrature
formula.
This leads to insert the equality

soit isless
regular
intheleftsubdomain
thanintheright
one.Thefollowing
figure
represents,
in1ogari[hmic
scales,
thelocalerrors
E• = lu- tthN[Ht(fl})
andthethreeindirn=l
n-'-i
cators'1•,'lj and'1}.for/,'= 1 and2.
in (7). Conversely,
it canbeproven
thateach
r/•.,,,is

N

2)3

1

bounded
by a combination
of thecoefficients
of order
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E (tileor.) E (nulner.)

rl0

ri«

ri1

Function u3

-4

-3.52

-3.35

-3.44

-3.48

Function u4

-3.5

-3.18

-3.06

--3.13

-3.16

Table

1:

.2-

4
0.:•

Figure5.1

Figure5.2

(ra,n) and(m -4-1,n -4-1) of theerrorgrad(u - UhN)on four subrectanglesfor adaptivity but six further rectangle•
f•k in an orthogonal
basis,in thesamespiritas(8). Then, have to be cut up in two for conformity reasons.
the generalalgorithmfor adaptivitycouldbe:
However,the mortarelementmethod[6, 7] is knownfor
ß computing the rik,
efficientlyhandlingthe nonconforming
decomposition
and
ß for eachk suchthat ri• is large,computingsome
wasusedin [5]to treat nonconforming
refinements
in the
C•

ß if the •

.

for largevaluesof m + n are smallor decrease finite element case,we now describethe analogousproce-

with m • n, cuttingup the elementf•.; if not, increasing dure for the spectralelement•nethod. So, let us assume
the maximal degreeNk.
that, amongthe rectanglesf•, 1 •_ k •_ K, only the /x'•

4

Decomposition

by the mortar

technique.

firstonesf•x, f•2, ... andf•K' mustbe cut up intorn•
opensubrectangles
f•k•,, 1 •_k• •_rn2 (onlyforthesakeof
brevity,wetake the samem for all rectangles).We define
the opensubdomainsA,• and A• by
K*

In the two-dimensionalcase,cutting up the rectanglesinto

subrectangles
in adequation
withthe previously
computed
error indicatorsis very easy,howeverpreservingthe con-

(14)•m--U•-k--1

K*

m2

U U •',

A•--•m-

k----I k'----1

formityproperty
(asstatedin theconformity
hypothesis)
couldlead to highlyincreasing
the numberof degreesof
freedomin the new discreteproblem. The followingFigure

We introducenewintegersN• _• Nk, K* + 1 •_ k •_ K,

andN•, _• N•, 1 •_ k_• K* and 1 _• k' _• m•, in orde•

6 presents
a basicexample,whereonlythe threerectan- to take into accountthe possibledegreeadaptivity. On
glescontaining
there-entrant
cornerhaveto becutupinto A•, the discretefunctionsare restrictionsof continuous
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edge,
wedefine
a.tracesubspace
[[•v(Ft) in oneofthe
two following ways:

- in thefirstcase,Wn•v(Fe)
coincides
with

i

(which
is a subspace
of traces
on Ft of functions
in
Xa,•,(A•));thenFeissaidto beof type1;
- in thesecond
case,•VnN(Fe)isthesubspace
of traceson

Ft of functions
in Xh•(A,,,)',madeof functions
thatare

polynomial
withdegree
N•, - 1 ontheedges
ofthetwo
•, which
contain
theendpoints
of Ft, withk = k•(t);
then,Fe is saidto be of typem.

Finally,the mortar discretespace•k'*

is defined as the

space
of all functions
vn• satisfying'

(i) t,hNlatbelongs
toXhN(A1)
andvhNla•belongs
to
X•(A.•),

(ii) v•,• vanishes
on

(iii)there
exists
afunction
•, called
mortar
function,
such

that

- onallFeoftype1,• coincides
withthetraceof
and

(15)
fr(v•N•a•
--•)(r)•'(r)dr=O,
V½•
- onallFeoftypem.,• coincides
withthetraceof
and

(16)
•t(vh•[•,,,
- •)(r)½(r)dr
=0,V½
•
It canbenotedthatthespace
X• is nevercontained
in

H•(•), sothediscretization
isnonconforming.

Withobvious
extensions
of thenotation
fornodes
and

Figure 6

weights,
thenewdiscrete
product
isnowdefined,
forall
continuous
functionsv and w on •, by:

functionsin Zh•' for a modifiedvalueof N:

Z

.

XhN(--•l) -•-

K*
k=l

EZ

k=K*+l

i=0j=0

m 2 N•

N•

k•=l

.)

)

i=0

whileonA,,, theynowarepolynomials
onthesubrectan-Andthenewdiscrete
problem
reads:findu• inX• such
gles:

that

(18) (gradu•,gradvn•)•= (f,
VvnN• X•N.

l!k<_N*,1<_
k'!m-"}.

Theendofthissection
isdevoted
tothenumerical
analysis

ofproblem
(18),in order
to prove
thatit hasthesame
properties
as
problem
(5)
in
spite
of
itsnonconformity.
Next,let.Ft, I _<t"•_ L, denotethe edges
of the •k,
Wellposedness:
Problem
(18)
can
equivalently
bewritA'*+ </,- < A',thatarecontained
in 0Az(•OA,,. Each
as equa1'•is theedgeof tworectangles
•kt(e)and•,•(•), with ten as a linearsystemwith as manyunknowns
tions,
so
we
only
have
to
check
that
for
null
data
itsonly
A'*+ / < /,'t(•)_<I•' and/ <_/,',,,(/•)
_<N*. Thus,onthis
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solution is 0. This is a consequenceof the following ar-

y

gument:if (gradu•N, grad u;N)• N is 0, the positivityof
the quadratureformulasimpliesthat grad U•N is 0, sothat
u;x is a constant
on eachsubdomain
At andA• whereit
is continuous.Then, the matchingconditions(15) and (16)

y) =

are sufficient to enforce that the two constants are equal

and, thanksto the boundaryconditionson u[N , they are
0. Hence,problem(18) has a uniquesolution.
Next, in order to work with discontinuousfunctions in

Xjx, we introducethe brokenseminorm
andnormon •:

y

write (with ai < x •_ai+l )

+

+

(O•va•v)(t,y)dt+...+

(OxVax)(t,y)dt.

Next, we integrateon •2 the squareof this equation:with

a0
y=aanda•+• =a •,

II,h.llZ(n)
<-2Jrz(y
f (Ovh)(t,y)dt)
2dxdy
i=1 Ja• x

1

I

From the previouslines, we derive that there existsa positive constant•a•, possiblydependingon h and N, such
that the followingellipticity property holds:

Using Cauchy-Schwarzinequalitiesleadsto

(20) (gradv•x,gradv•.•)•N > ahNIll,Nil2

II•',,vll•=(•>
5 2(a'-a)2(11a•.•11•(•)

+2½'-

Then, the following estimate holds for any function vh•v

in X•x and any functionfhN whichare polynonfialof
degree_<N• - 1 on each•2k, K* + 1 < k <_K, and of
degree
_<Nk•,- 1 oneach•2•,, 1 <_k _<K*, 1 _<k' _<m2'

.

-1 (

sup

i=l

where he.i is the length of P•.i. From the first regularity
hypothesis,we observethat the length of the rectangle
with edge F•.i in &• is bounded by c times its width. so
that
I

L

+

/=1

• h•.i5 c(a'- a).

5-•f=lfFr(On•)(T)[WhN](T)
dT

i=1

On the other hand, it followsfrom the orthogonality of the

jump[vh•]to theconstants
in L2(F•.i)that
where/7•x. standsfor the Lagrangeinterpolationoperator
on the new mesh. The last term being evaluatedfrom stan-

dardarguments[4, õ 7 and õ 14],weonlystudythe behavior of the ellipticity constantc•v and we briefly explain
the analysisof the approximationerror and consistency Insertingtheseestimatesin the previouslinesimplies(22)
error that appear in the right-hand side.
with 3 only dependingon the first regularity hypothesis
Uniform ellipticity: Here, we prove the following basic and the diameter of •.

property:there existsa constant2 independent
of h and
:Y such that

(22)

As a consequence
of (22), the ellipticityconstant
can be chosenindependent of h and N.

Approximation error: As detailedin [6], the construction relieson the followingresult [3, Thm 3.g.10]: there

Ilv•Nll•.•(•)5 • Ivhzv[1.,
VuhN• X•x.

Indeed, it can be assumedwithout restriction that Q is a

exists a lifting operator R• which associateswith a poly-

nomial• in P• (-1, 1) whichvanishes
at •!. a polynomial
rectangle
]a,a•[x]b,b•[(sinceboth the meshandfunctions
in P•(]- 1,1[2) suchthat its traceis eqm,(to ½, on one
in X• v canobviously
be extended
to a largerrectangle).
The line of fixed coordinate y crossesOA• • OAm at a

finite numberof pointsof edgesFt,i, denotedby

(a yi,

Y),

i < i <_I, in increasingorder of x coordinate. So, we can

edgeof the square,to 0 on the three other edgesand such

that its normin H•(]- 1,1[=) is boundedby a constant

(independent
ofn)times

Sotheidea
for
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exhibitinga functionin X•; which approximatesthe solution u is: startingfrom the interpolateZ•NU, next lifting
the jumps at the nonconformingpoints of 0A1 F1cqAm by
multiplying them by a low degreefunction, and finally lifting the jumps through the edges thanks to the previous
operator transported on each rectangle and subrectangle.

95

such
thatUl& belongs
to Hs•(A1)andUl•, belongs
to
.

(24) Ilu- u•Nlll,
<c(•s•--i
Nl-,s•
ilullHs;(•xx
)

Consistency error: From conditions(15) and (16) together with the definition of p, it can be observedthat

Moreover, let s be any positive real number. Taking account of the corner singular hnctions leads to a modified
estimate:if all the • containinga re-entrant cornerof •
are includedin A• asin Figure6 (sothat A• only contains
convexcorners),

Ilu- u•lll, 5 c(f)(h2-•Ns-4+ •-•

(

h•-eNs-• )

So,takingm = h-2• r4wouldoptimizethisestimate.This
could be an argument for the choice of the initial mesh.

where •%.¾.•_
is the orthogonal projection operator from

5

First experiment

in adaptivity.

L2(Fe) onto }V•:v(F•). So the desiredestimatesfollow As a first test for the efficiencyof the adaptivity. we present

from the properties of the analogousprojection operator

in L-•(-1, 1), see[6,Lemma2.1].
Insertingall theseresultsin (21), we derivethe final
tilnates:if the solutionu (resp. the functionf) of problem
(2) is suchthat its restrictionto • belongsto H • (•),

some numerical

results in the one-dimensional

case of the

domaingt=]0, 1[, whenthe solutionu of problem(2) is

• > 1) for K*+I <
s•.>• s (resp.to H •(•.),
_ k<
_ K
3
anditsrestriction
to •, belongs
to H •' (•:•). s•, >

Note that it is smooth except in the left part of the domain.
Here, the function f is interpolated by InN f with the same

(resp. to H•'(•.,),

1 • k• • m2. the followingestimateholdsbetweenu and
the solutionu•.¾of problem(18)'

N as for the discretesolution.so that the leadingpart of
the error comesfrom this interpolation.
The first computationis performedon a decomposition

(23)

Tables 2 and 3 present, for N equal to 16, 32, 64, the

e•,

> •)for

• 5 k 5 K *,

ofi2in tenequalsubdomains
i2•:=]•,

•[, 1 <_k _<10.

localerrorsE• = [u- UhN[H'(9.•)and the corresponding indicatorsr/• in the left five subdomains(the more
interestingones). Next, the discretesolutionis computed
with a decomposition of f• in twenty equal subdomains

•t -] .-•-6-,
t-• •t [, I <
forNequal
- • -< 20. Table4 presents,
to 16, 32, 64, the errorsE•. on eachi2•, 1 _<k _<5, com-

puted
asthesquare
rootofthesum
ofthe[uforthe two•t contained
in
In a final step, the discrete solution is computed with
a decompositionof f• in twenty "adapted" subdomains
which, accordingto the previous indicators, are chosenas
follows: the first interval i2• is divided into 11 equal elements,the other nine onesare left unchanged.Table 5
This estimate is fully optimal with respectto any parameter but rather complicated. When all the h• are equal to

present,for N equalto 16, 32, 64, the errorsE•' on each
f•, I _<k <_5: the first one is the squareroot of the sum of

h and all the N•, N•, are equalto N, and if moreoverthe

the[u- unN[•(a•,)onthefirsteleven
subdomains

function f is assumedto be very regular and N is large
enough,this estimate is easierto read: for any solutionu

contained in i2•, the other ones are the new error on the
nonrefined

intervals.
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N = 16

0.1 X 10-4

0.9 x 10-•

0.9 x 10-•

0.9 x 10-•

0.9 x 10-•

N - 32

0.1 x l0 -5

0.9 x l0 -7

0.9 x l0 -7

0.9 x l0 -v

0.9 x l0 -v

N = 64

0.7 x l0 -•

0.9 x l0 -v

0.9 x 10-7

0.9 x 10-7

0.9 x l0 -7

Table 2:

r]l

112

N - 16

0.4 x 10-5

0.5 x 10-•ø

0.3 x 10-•ø

0.1 x 10-•ø

0.6 x 10-•

N -- 32

0.9 x 10-e

0.1 x 10-9

0.2 x 10-9

0.3 x 10-9

0.2 x 10-•

N -- 64

0.4 x 10-*

0.2 x 10-8

0.3 x 10-8

0.4 x 10-8

0.7 x 10-8

Table 3:

respondingrespectivelyto the ten equal intervals, to the
twenty equal intervalsand to the twenty adapted intervals.

-2

6

20
equal
triangle•

Possible

extensions.

In analogyto thefiniteelementcase[8, 9], it canbe checked
that the argumentsfor estimatingthe constantst•lhN and
t•2•v hold for any elliptic problemof type: findu in V such
that

-8
0.5

I

I•'•'•'•ted
tria
tngles

I

1.5

¾v
• V,a(u,
v)=/rlf(•)v(•.)dx,

2

Figure 7

foranypolygonal
domain• with angles• and-• andany
closed
subspace
[' of œ2(•) or HI(•), •vhent.l•ebilinear

form a(. ) is continuousand elliptic in V. Moreover,it
alsoholdswhenthis form satisfiesan inf-supconditionof
The efficiencyof the adaptivity alreadyappearsin these Babu.•kaand Brezzi type: this is the casefor the Stokes
tables. It. can also be checked that the local refinement
problem.So the estimates(11) to (13) shouldhold, with
yields a small improvement of the error in all subdomains.
In Figure 7, we present, in logarithmic scalesand for N

slightmodifications,
for anystandardsecond-order
problem with Dirichlet.Neumannor mixedboundarycondi-

between8 and 64, the globalerror lu- u•vls•(r•l cot-

tions.
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N = 16

0.1 x 10-s

0.[ X 10-6

0.1 X 10-6

0.1 X 10-6

0.1 X 10-6

N = 32

0.1 x 10 -s

0.7 x 10-7

0.7 x 10 -7

0.7 x 10-7

0.7 x 10-7

N = 64

0.1 x 10-6

0.1 x 10-7

0.1 x 10-7

0.1 x 10-7

0.1 x 10-7

Table

0.1 X 10-6

0.2 X 10-7

0.2 X 10 -7

0.2 X 10-7

0.2 X 10-7

N = 32

0.4 x 10-7

0.5 x 10-8

0.5 x 10-8

0.5 x 10-8

0.5 x 10-s

N = 64

0.4 x 10-s

0.8 x 10-9

0.7 x 10-9

0.1 x 10-8

0.1 x 10-8

As already explained. the initial problem (5) can be
solvedxvith the decompositioninto rectanglesreplaced by
a more complex one, tnade of convex quadrilaterals and
quadrilaterals with curved edgesto treat the geometry of
the initial

4:

N = 16

Table

domain.

Since the discretization

on these ele-

nlents is built by using a one-to-one transformation that
•naps the referencesquare onto the element, transporting
the problem onto the squareand approximatingthe result-

95

5:

real.
The mortar

elelnent

discretization

on the new mesh can

easily be extended to Inore complex second-order problenis and decompositions into convex quadrilaterals and
quadrilaterals with curved edges. Also using the three-

dimensional
mortar techniqueas studiedin [1], would allow to analyze this discretization in the three-dimensional
case.

ing problemon the square(with nonconstantcoefficients)
by polynomials. So there is no problem in extending the
previous results to this geometry.
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